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This paper is a response to a reverse problem on arithmetic functions of Ka tai.
The main result is as follows: Let B be a fixed positive integer. On (n, B)=1, f (n)
is a complex-valued multiplicative function for which | f (n)|#1, f (n+B)&
f (n)  0, n  . Then there must be a suitable real constant { such that
f (n)=ni{/B(n), where /B(n) is a Dirichlet character mod B.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Introduction
A complex-valued function is said to be arithmetic if it is defined on the
positive integers. If an arithmetic function satisfies
f (nm)= f (n) f (m) (or f (nm)= f (n)+ f (m)) (1)
when (n, m)=1, it is called multiplicative (or additive). If the relation (1)
holds for all choices of the integers n and m, it is called completely multi-
plicative (or completely additive).
In the studies of arithmetic functions, we call it a reverse problem to
characterize those arithmetic functions which satisfied some given condi-
tions. Recently, the study on this kind reverse problem has been quite
active (see [1]). This paper is a response to a reverse problem of Katai.
Let R(z)=a0+a1 z+ } } } akzk be a polynomial over the field of complex
numbers. Ka tai [2] had considered the class of multiplicative functions
f (n) satisfying
:
k
j=0
aj f (n+ j)=o(1), n  . (2)
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For a positive integer B, let MB denote the set of multiplicative functions
f (n) for which
| f (n)|=1, (n, B)=1 (3)
holds. In [2] Ka tai reduced the study of (2) to the problem for deter-
mining all solutions f (n) # MB for which
f (n+B)& f (n)=o(1), (n, B)=1, n   (4)
holds with a suitable positive integer B. Moreover, he conjectured that: If
f (n) # MB satisfies (4), then there must be a suitable real number { such
that
f (n)=ni{/B(n), (n, B)=1, (5)
where /B(n) is a Dirichlet character mod B.
For the particular case B=1, Ka tai [3] proved that if f (n) # M1 satisfies
f (n+1)& f (n)=0(n&#), n  , (6)
for some constant #>0, then (5) holds; i.e., f (n)=ni{, n=1, 2, ... . In [4] he
succeeded in replacing (6) by a weaker condition
:

n=1
| f (n+1)& f (n)|
n
<. (7)
Later, it is proved in [5] that if condition (6) is replaced by the following
f (n+1)& f (n)=0((log(m) n)&1), n  , (8)
where m is an arbitrary positive integer, log(m) n=log(log(m&1) n),
log(1) n=log n, then the same conclusion is also valid. Taken a step further,
our recent work [8] established the above conjecture with the particular
case B=1, that is to say, if f (n) # M1 satisfies
f (n+1)& f (n)=o(1), n  , (9)
then f (n)=ni{, n=1, 2, ..., for a suitable real constant {.
For general case, let B be a fixed positive integer. Ka tai [2] also proved
that if f (n) # MB satisfies
f (n+B)& f (n)=0(n&#), (n, B)=1, n  , (10)
with a positive constant #, then assertion (5) holds.
Our purpose in this paper is to verify the above conjecture completely.
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Results
For a real number z let &z& denote its distance from the nearest integer.
First we prove a result about completely additive functions as follows.
Theorem 1. Let H(n) be a completely additive function over the set
(n, B)=1 for which
H(n+B)&H(n)=o(1), (n, B)=1, n  , (11)
Then there exists a suitable constant { such that
H(n)={ log n, (n, B)=1. (12)
Proof. Let p, q be distinct primes such that ( pq, B)=1. Then
:=log qlog p is an irrational number. If we let pkqk be the irreducible
fraction of the k th convergent of :, we have
| pk log p&qk log q|<
log p
qk
, k=1, 2, ... (13)
For convenience we write rk=pk ,(B), sk=qk,(B), where ,(B) is the
Euler function. Put tk=[(log(qkp,(B),(B), log p)) log q]+1. It is clear
that tk  +.
From |ez&1|e |z| |z| and (13) we get
| prk&qsk |=qsk |1&e( pk log p&qk log q) ,(B)|
qsk e(log p) ,(B)qk(log p) ,(B)qk
qsk p,(B)(log p) ,(B)qkqsk&tk. (14)
On other hand, it is obvious that
prk&qsk#0 (mod B), (15)
so by (15) we have
prk&qsk=\ :
sk&tk
j=0
ajq jB, (16)
where 0aj<q, j=0, 1, ..., sk&tk . We write
N0=prk, Nj+1=(Njaj B)q, 0 jsk&tk . (17)
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Then Nsk&tk+1=q
tk&1. Since H(n) is completely additive, from (11) we
have
sk }pkqk H( p)&H(q) }
=|H( prk)&H(qsk)|=|H(No)&H(qsk&tk+1Nsk&tk+1)|
 :
sk&tk
j=0
|H(q jNj)&H(q j+1Nj+1)|
= :
sk&tk
j=0
|H(Nj)&H(qNj+1)|=o(sk). (18)
This involves
H( p)
log p
=
H(q)
log q
.
Furthermore, on the set (n, B)=1, H(n)log n is a constant, denote it by
{, then assertion (12) holds.
By this the proof is complete.
We will go along a thought line similar to Wirsing’s proof [8] to
proceed with the discussion. Let us assume now that f (n) # MB satisfies (4).
On the set (n, B)=1, we construct an additive function g(n) from f (n) as
follows, for every positive integer k and prime p, ( p, B)=1, let
g( pk)=
1
2?
arg( f ( pk)).
It is obvious that condition (4) is equivalent to
&g(n+B)&g(n)&=o(1), (n, B)=1, n  . (19)
Henceforward, we assume that positive integers n, n$, m, m$, k, k$, j, j $
are all prime to B and n#n$#k#k$, m#m$# j# j $(mod B).
For every t, (t, nmB)=1, we choose ut subject to (mt+utB, n)=1,
0ut<n, then from (19) we have
&g(nm)&g(n)&g(m)&=&g(nmt)&g(mt)&g(n)&
=&g(nmt+ut nB)&g(mt+utB)&g(n)&+ot(1)
=ot(1), t  .
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This means that
&g(nm)&g(n)&g(m)&=0 (20)
holds for all choices of the integers n and m.
Now we construct Fk(n) as follows
Fk(n)=g(n), if 1n<B, (21)
Fk(n) # [Fk(n&B)&12, Fk(n&B)+12), n>B, (22)
&Fk(n)&g(n)&=0. (23)
It is not difficult to prove that
Fk(n+B)&Fk(n)  0, n  . (24)
Let #k, j (n, m) denote Fkj (nm)&Fk(n)&Fj (m). From (20) and (23), we
see that #k, j (n, m) must be integral. Furthermore, when m  , by (24) we
have
#k, j (n, m+B)&#k, j (n, m)
=(Fkj (nm+nB)&Fkj (nm))&(Fj (m+B)&Fj (m))  0. (25)
Thus there exists a constant (k, j, n) such that for all m(k, j, n)
#k, j (n, m+B)=#k, j (n, m) :=$k, j (n). (26)
Clearly, we may get
$k, j (n)=$k$, j $(n). (27)
Let us assume that a#1(mod B), then we have
$1, kj (a)= lim
m  
(Fkj (anm)&F1(a)&Fkj (nm))
= lim
m  
[(Fkj (anm)&Fk(an)&Fj (m))
&(Fkj (nm)&Fk(n)&Fj (m))
+(Fk(an)&F1(a)&Fk(n))]
=$k, j (an)&$k, j (n)+#1, k(a, n)
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= lim
m  
[(Fkj (anm)&Fk(an)&Fj (m))
&(Fkj (anm)&Fk(n)&Fj (am))]
+(Fk(an)&F1(a)&Fk(n))
= lim
m  
(Fj (am)&F1(a)&Fj (m))=$1, j(a). (28)
So by (27) we may immediately deduce that
$1, k(a)=$1, j (a), a#1(mod B).
Furthermore, from (28) we have
$k, j (an)=$k, j (n), n(1, k, a). (29)
Assume that n, n$(1, k, B+1), let integers w, r be chosen such that
1w<B, kw#1(mod B),
n(B+1)r(1, k, n$w), n$(B+1)r(1, k, nw),
then by (29) we get
$k, j (n)=$k, j (n(B+1))=$k, j (n(B+1)r)
=$k, j (n(B+1)r n$w)=$k, j (n$(B+1)r nw)
=$k, j (n$(B+1)r)=$k, j (n$)=: $k, j , (30)
i.e., $k, j (n) may not depend on n if n(1, k, B+1). From (27) we have
$k, j=$k$, j $ . (31)
Let s, v satisfy (s, B)=1, s#v(mod B), then we get
$k, j (n)&$k, js(n)= lim
m  
[(Fkj (nm)&Fk(n)&Fj (m))
&(Fkjs(nmv)&Fk(n)&Fjs(mv))]
= lim
m  
[(Fjs(mv)&Fs(v)&Fj (m))
&(Fkjs(nmv)&Fkj (nm)&Fs(v))]
=$s, j (v)&$s, kj (v)
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which is independent of n, v. Thus we have
$k, j&$k, js=$s, j&$s, kj . (32)
Now let us denote Fk(n)+$k, k(n) by Gk(n). It is clear that
Gk(n$)= lim
n  
(Fk2(nn$)&Fk(n))
and so we have
Gkj (n$m$)&Gk(n$)&Gj (m$)
= lim
n, m  
[(Fk2j2(nmn$m$)&Fkj (nm))&(Fk2(nn$)&Fk(n))
&(Fj 2(mm$)&Fj (m))]
= lim
n, m  
[(Fk2j2(nmn$m$)&Fk2 (nn$)&Fj 2(mm$))
&(Fkj (nm)&Fk(n)&Fj (m))]
= lim
n  
($k2, j 2(nn$)&$k, j (n))=$k2, j2&$k, j . (33)
This is a constant which does not depend on n$, m$. By the definition of
Gk(n) we have
$k, j+$kj, kj&$k, k&$j, j= lim
n  
lim
m  
(Gkj (nm)&Gk(n)&Gj (m))
= lim
m  
lim
n  
(Gkj (nm)&Gk(n)&Gj (m))
=$j, k+$jk, jk&$j, j&$k, k .
This gives that
$k, j=$j, k . (34)
Put R(k)=(s, B)=1, 1s<B $s, k . Then, by (31), (32) and (34) we have
R(k)+R( j)&R(kj)
= :
(s, B)=1, 1s<B
($s, k+$s, j&$s, kj)
= :
(s, B)=1, 1s<B
($s, k+$k, j&$k, js)
=,(B) $k, j+ :
(s, B)=1, 1s<B
($s, k&$js, k)=,(B) $k, j . (35)
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Let us now consider
H(n) :=Hk(n)=Gk(n)+
1
,(B)
(R(k2)&R(k)).
From (33) and (35) we have
H(nm)&H(n)&H(m)=0, for all n, m; (36)
i.e., H(n) is completely additive on the set (n, B)=1, and by (24), (30) we
have
H(n+B)&H(n)  0, (n, B)=1, n  . (37)
so by Theorem 1, there must be a suitable constant { such that
H(n)={ log n, (n, B)=1. (38)
On other hand, for every n, (n, B)=1, we put
*(n)=g(n)&H(n).
It is clear that *(n) is additive and satisfies
*(n+B)#*(n) (mod 1), (n, B)=1. (39)
Thus for every positive integer k and prime p, ( p, B)=1, we have
*( pk)#*( pk+pB)=*( p)+*( pk&1+B)
#*( p)+*( pk&1)#k*( p), (mod 1) (40)
So, we may see that e2?i*(n) is a character mod B.
By this we have completely verified the above conjecture of Ka tai.
Remark. From the referee, I know Phong had proved [7] a result as
follows: Let A, B be positive integers and C be a non-zero complex con-
stant. If g is multiplicative and satisfies
| g(n)|=1, n=1, 2, ... (41)
g(An+B)&Cg(n)  0, as n  , (42)
then $=C&1g(A)=\1, g(n)=ni{F(n) with a suitable real number { and
a multiplicative function F(n) satisfying
F(An)=F(A) F(n), F(n+B)=$F(n), n=1, 2, ... (43)
F(2k)=$F((2k, B)), F( pk)=F(( pk, B)), k=1, 2, ... (44)
for all odd primes P. Furthermore, $=1 if 2 | AB.
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It should be pointed out that not all f (n) satisfying (3) and (4) over the
set (n, B)=1 can be continued to g(n) satisfying (41) and (42) on the
whole natural number set. Following are some samples. Let f (n)=ni{/B(n),
(n, B)=1, 2 | B, /B(n) be non-principal Dirichlet character. If such
f (n) might be continued to g(n) satisfying | g(n)|=1, n=1, 2, ... and
g(n+B)&g(n)  0. Then, according to Phong’s result, we should have
F(n)=F((n, B))=1, (n, B)=1, and so g(n)=ni{ on (n, B)=1. This is a
contradiction.
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